HISTORICAL:

Book Page Maps
10 29 B-1137
4 45 B-967
6 164 A-4455
AMA5 129 B-184

BRK. 29 REPORTS
3 ORIGINAL PTS AT SLIGHTLY
DIFFERENT POSITIONS
CONDITION GOOD

FOUND 1 1/4" T.P. WITH 3" C.Z. BRASS CAP BK.6 P.164

GONE
Position in old rd.
24" HEMLOCK N. 35° W. 28' LKS. GLP. P. 18
Geo. U. ROOT
24" HEMLOCK N. 55° E. 19' LKS. GLP. P. 18

LONG 33 STUMP
SERPIGE VIGOR.
16" SPRUCE S. 44° E. 43' LKS. GLP. P. 18

STUMP NOW UNDER DECL.
POS. STUMP G. HIGH SERPINSK
YELLOW OAK COTTON ON S.E.
POS. STUMP H. HIGH SERPINSK
YELLOW OAK COTTON ON S.W.

13" HEMLOCK N. 20° E. 60' FT. BK. 6 P. 164
11" HEMLOCK N. 82° W. 40' FT. BK. 6 P. 164
11" HEMLOCK S. 51° W. 44' FT. BK. 6 P. 164

12" C.Z. HEMLOCK N. 62° E. 378' FT. BK. 6 P. 164

REWITNESS

1 SET CONCRETE CYLINDER AROUND FOUND 1 1/4" T.P. WITH 3"
C.Z. BRASS CAP BOOK 6 P. 164
* 60" Hat Section SOUTH 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

AREA HAS BEEN CLEAR COT NO NEW B.T.S. AVAILABLE

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 25'
SOUTH OF A GRAVEL LOGGING ROAD AND 132' NORTH
OF A CREEK.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCGUINN AL DUBRACK

DATE: 7-9-86 PHOTO:

COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.